
SWITZERLAND
A FUTURE TRAVEL LOOKBOOK FEATURING



As we wait with sweet anticipation for the silver lining that the next year will bring, it’s critical 

that we do not lose our focus, resolve, and passion to explore the world. 2021 is poised to be the 

year when our resilience pays off — the year when travel restrictions are projected to significantly 

relax, giving way to an unprecedented uptick on international travel.

 Our sights are set on Switzerland and the days ahead where we can explore the alps and lakes 

that comprise this beautiful country. Now, more than ever, is the time to earmark vacation 

experiences that we have been dreaming about in preparation for the day when we can pack our 

bags and head out once more. Yes, we will travel again.

Say Hello to Your Future Vacation
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ZURICH

04



Wander through the cobbled 

streets of Zurich’s Old Town.

Altstadt



The two towers of the Romanesque 

church Grossmünster could well be 

Zürich’s most prominent landmark.

Grossmünster



Indulge in the cheesy 

delights of fondue.

Explore the highlights of Zurich from its tasty treats to its 

mountains. See the highlights of Zurich from the Museum 

of Art to the heart of the Old Town and visit the famous 

Lindt + Sprungli Chocolate Factory. Rapperswil medieval 

castle, Hoher Kasten by cable car, a walk through an alpine 

garden before ending with a visit to taste the famous 

Appenzeller cheese.

Fondue

Small Group Mountains, 
Cheese, and Chocolate Tour 
from Zurich

MORE INFO

https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_information?theme=AvdEur&sourceid=tg&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=ZRHBST&servid=CHO&tgsupid=ZRHBST&tgservid=CHO&path=Products/TUR/ZRH&title=Small%20Group%20Mountains%2C%20Cheese%2C%20and%20Chocolate%20Tour%20from%20


LUCERNE
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Ascend Mt. Pilatus by cogwheel 

train and cable car for 

unforgettable Alpine views.

Mount Pilatus

Enjoy camera-ready rail travel through the 

Swiss mountaintops that include excursions 

to two of Switzerland’s most renowned 

mountains. Visit the alpine wonderland 

of Jungfraujoch while enjoying heart-

stopping, panoramic views as far as France 

and Germany. From Lucerne, continue your 

journey on the world’s steepest cogwheel 

railway up the towering Mt. Pilatus. 

Tops of Switzerland

5 Days / 4 Nights
Interlaken & Lucerne

MORE INFO

https://www.avantidestinations.com/day_by_days/Avanti_Switzerland_Tops_Of_Switzerland.pdf


Explore Lucerne’s old town 

on the  bank of the Reuss.

Old Town



Walk across the world’s 

oldest surviving truss 

bridge, Chapel Bridge.

Chapel Bridge



INTERLAKEN

Ascend Harder Kulm, Interlaken’s own 

mountain in just 10 minutes by funicular.

Harder Kulm
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Take in blue waters and endless mountain views at 

the lakes that flank this fabled resort town.

Lake Brienz & Lake Thun



High above Grindelwald in the 

region of First—Grindelwald 

Ski Resort lies the iconic mirror 

Lake Bachalpsee. Enjoy an easy 

hike and a traditional Swiss 

snack amidst the gentle alpine 

meadows with the background 

of alpine peaks reflecting off the 

still water in stark contrast.

Private 
Bachalpsee Hike 
from Interlaken

MORE INFO

https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_information?theme=AvdEur&sourceid=tg&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=ZRHSDM&servid=PINTBH&tgsupid=ZRHSDM&tgservid=PINTBH&path=Products/TUR/ZRH&title=Private%20Bachalpsee%20Hike%20from%20Interlaken%20-%206%20Hours&extra


Experience the beauty of Switzerland’s mountain 

lakes on an awe-inspiring kayaking tour suitable for 

all skill levels. Framed by towering, often-snowcapped 

mountains, the turquoise lakes are the perfect place 

to get active in this striking environment. 

Kayak Tour from Interlaken

MORE INFO

https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_information?theme=AvdEur&sourceid=tg&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=ZRHSDM&servid=SINTKT&tgsupid=ZRHSDM&tgservid=SINTKT&path=Products/TUR/ZRH&title=Shared%20Kayak%20Tour%20from%20Interlaken%20-%203%20Hours&extrainfo=Y


GENEVA
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Leap from Mont Salève  

and paraglide from France  

to Switzerland.

Mont Saleve

Delve into the rich traditions and 

picturesque landscapes of Switzerland 

during a full-day trip to the medieval town of 

Gruyeres from Geneva. Start your excursion 

by visiting a famous chocolate factory 

where you’ll discover the secrets of making 

Swiss chocolate. In Gruyeres, tour a cheese 

factory to learn how cheese making has 

been handed down for generations both in 

the alpine and village cheese dairies. 

Private Golden 
Gruyere Tour from 
Geneva

MORE INFO

https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_information?theme=AvdEur&sourceid=tg&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=ZRHSDM&servid=PVTGGT&tgsupid=ZRHSDM&tgservid=PVTGGT&path=Products/TUR/ZRH&title=Private%20Golden%20Gruyere%20Tour%20from%20Geneva%20-%208-9%20Hours&e


View the city and Lake Geneva from 

the cathedral’s two towers.

St. Pierre Cathedral



Discover the incredible 

architecture and incomparable 

atmosphere of Geneva’s “small 

Italy”, Carouge.

Italian Quarter



MONTREUX
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With a stunning backdrop 

of the Swiss Alps and 

nestled on the shores of 

Lake Geneva, this resort 

town creates the perfect 

setting to unwind.

Lake Geneva

Explore the scenic Alpine surroundings 

of the Lake Geneva region where 

outdoor activities and gastronomic 

opportunities abound. Take a private 

wine tour of the Lavaux wine region to 

sample the exclusive Swiss wines that 

are rarely exported out of the country. 

A Belle époque paddle steamer will take 

you on a gentle tour of the iconic lake 

and mountainous views that border it. 

Highlights of the 
Swiss Riviera 

4 Days / 3 Nights
Grand Hotel du Lac, Vevey

MORE INFO

https://www.avantidestinations.com/day_by_days/highlights_of_the_swiss_riviera.html


Make a stop at Lavaux vineyards for an 

exclusive sampling of Swiss wine seldom 

found outside of Switzerland.

Lavaux Vineyards



Pay a visit to the 13th century fortress 

Château de Chillon, Switzerland’s most-

visited historical building.

Château de Chillon



ZERMATT
24



Ride the Gornergrat Bahn, 

the highest open-air rack 

railway in Europe.

Gornergrat





This infamous peak is an ever-

present and invigorating sight.

Matterhorn



GLACIER EXPRESS
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Travel by rail from Zermatt to St. Moritz for a full 8 hours of 

breathtaking and diverse panoramic views on what is known 

as the ‘slowest express train in the world’.

Take the Scenic Route



ST.  MORITZ

Take a restful walk around Lake 

St. Moritz for panoramic views of 

snowcapped mountains.

Lake St. Moritz
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St. Moritz is a mid-way point on a train journey 

from Chur down to Tirano, considered one of the 

most scenic in the world, with stunning views of 

the Bernina Pass.

Bernina Express



LUGANO
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Take in panoramic scenery on 

a cruise on Lake Lugano.

Lake Lugano

Enjoy a guided tour through the historic center of Switzerland’s Italian 

corner, making several stops to enjoy delectable specialties from Ticino 

and other cantons, including white Merlot wine. Learn of the many 

anecdotes and curiosities of the locales, bars, and restaurants that make 

the southern cantons of Switzerland truly unique. 

Private Lugano Food & Wine Walking Tour

MORE INFO

https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_information?theme=AvdEur&sourceid=tg&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=ZRHSDM&servid=PLUGFW&tgsupid=ZRHSDM&tgservid=PLUGFW&path=Products/TUR/ZRH&title=Private%20Lugano%20Food%20and%20Wine%20Walking%20Tour%20-%204%20Hours


Try the Lugano-style 

piadine, a delicious 

meeting point between 

Switzerland and Italy.

Piadine



This 16th century cathedral is a 

Renaissance treasure carved from 

white limestone and Carrara marble.

Cattedrale San Lorenzo



BERN

Check out Bern’s historic Old Town 

with a walking tour.

Old Town Bern

36



This landmark medieval 

tower has served Bern as 

a guard tower, prison, and 

now clock tower since the 

early 13th century.

Zytglogge 

Clock Tower



BASEL
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Catch views over Old Town and as far as the border 

triangle from the Pfalz viewing terrace.

Pfalz Viewing Terrace



Catch a Fähri (ferry) 

across The Rhine.

The Rhine



Check out Spalentor, one of 

three remaining gates from 

Basel’s old city walls.

Spalentor Gate



SEE YOU SOON!

C opy r ig h t  ©  20 20  Avan t i  De s t inat ions ,  Inc .


